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Afterwards tlie plate is heated over a good fire. When it has become quite black, which will be in about half an hour, it is dipped into a bath of water, when the scaling can be washed off. Some millmen drive off the mercury before applying the above mixture ; others do so afterwards. Should all the scaling not come off, the parts needing it are treated over again. The scalings are afterwards collected and mixed as follows :—1 part scalings, 1 part sulphur, 1 part borax, and 1 part sand. This is melted in a crucible and the gold extracted. Smartl gives the charge for the crucible as, scales 100 parts, borax 50, sand 25, and manganese dioxide 8 parts, yielding gold bullion 800 to 900 fine.
The methods given in this section are instrumental in recovering the gold amalgam which has " accumulated " on the copper plates.2 It is this accumulation which is in part responsible for the poor returns from new mills, usually ascribed to "absorption by copper plates." Thomae quotes figures showing that the usual absorption is about £ oz. of gold per square foot of plate, most of which is taken up in the first fortnight. Wilkinson3 found that after a long run some plates in a Rand mill yielded by scaling 36*8 ozs. of fine gold, the total area of the plates being 191 square feet. Halse found in a mill in Columbia that from 3 to 5 o&s. of gold per square foot of electro-silvered plate accumulated as scale in about two years.
Old copper plates are usually melted down and sold to refineries, where they are useful for mixing with gold and silver bullion in making-up the alloy for parting. They always contain absorbed gold which cannot be removed without destroying the plates. The total amount is less than J oz. per square foot of plate (Thomae).4 .Read has shown5 that the rate of absorption is greater with higher temperature, and is greater in ordinary plates than in electro-silvered plates.
Retorting.— -!1 he solid amalgam, which is retained in the canvas or wash-leather filters, usually contains from 30 to <15 per cent, of gold and silver, according to the state of division of the gold present in the ore, and also to the degree of care exercised, in squeezing out the excess of mercury. For separating the goldlrom the mercury there, are two kinds of retorts in general use—the pot-shaped retort, which is some times cast with trunnions to swing on supports, in small mills ; and the cylindrical retort, shown in Fig. 92, in larger mills. In Figs. 93 and 94- ° the retort furnace hi use on the l^ind is shown; the cylinder is 5 foot 3 inch OH long and 12 inches in diameter.
The pasty amalgam is rolled it]) into balls or kneaded into cakes, and squeezed into the pot-shaped retort'., and often rammed, down with a bolt-head, although this course is deprecated by some metallurgists, who prefer to leave the amalgam as spongy and open in texture as possible, believing that a uniform product is thus obtained more, rapidly at a lower temperature and without so much loss. In the horizontal retort the amalgam is placed in iron trays divided into comportments by partitions. In either case, the retorted metal is prevented from adhering to the iron, cither by laying it on three or four thicknesses of paper, the ashes of which, remain beneath
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